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White Wines

Sparkling Wines

TREBBIANO: Dry Wine that is unoaked resulting in a clean and fresh palate

PROSECCO: Delicate and aromatic with a light body and fine bubbles,

with citrus and floral notes. Italy 12%

this wine carries lots of fresh peach, pear, apricot and apple flavours.

175ml - £3.00

Italy 11%

250ml - £4.50

Bottle - £13.95

£17.95

GRILLO: A fruity and fragrant wine, one of Southern Italy’s indigenous

‘PROSECCO’ ROSE: It has an aromatic bouquet, a fresh fruity flavour and a

varieties, widely planted in Sicily. Nicely rounded on the palate, it has an

gentle after-taste. The lovely light bubbles make this Rose a delightful easy

easy-drinking feel and a clean finish. Sicilia 12%

£14.95

PINOT GRIGIO: Medium Dry white wine with a harmonic floral bouquet and
fruity flavours of apple, lemon, citrus fruit. Crisp and refreshing.
£15.95

Italy 12%

SAUVIGNON BLANC: A well balanced and refreshing wine, with a
predominant citrus character accompanied by softer flavours of pear and
£15.95

melon. Med 12%

VIOGNIER: This unoaked Viognier offers ripe apricot and delicate blossom
notes. Light and crisp on the palate, with concentrated peach flavours.
£18.95

Med 14%

WHITE RIOJA: An interesting and complex wine. Ripe fruit flavours with

£19.95

and refreshing drink! Italy 11%

Beers/Largers
BOTTLE LAGERS
Efes Draft (Turkey 5.0%vol)

£3.50

Efes Dark (Turkey 5.5%vol)

£3.25

Peroni (Italy 5.1%vol)

£3.25

San Miguel (Spain 5.0%vol)

£3.25

Cider (England 4.5%vol)

£3.50

CANNED BEERS
John Smith (England 3.6%vol)

£3.50

Guinness (Ireland 2.8%vol)

£3.50

notes of date and banana results in a mouth filling finish and pleasant after
£22.95

taste. Spain 12.5%

Red Wines
MONTEPULCIANO: This perfect example is a fresh and fruity wine with lots
of red cherry fruit and soft supple tannins. Italy 12.5%
175ml - £3.00

250ml - £4.50

Spirits/Liqueurs

from £2.50

Cocktails
Please ask a member of staff for house cocktails and shooters

Bottle - £13.95

NERO D’AVOLA: Full of blackcurrant flavour, with subtle accents of black
pepper, and middle weight tannins providing a pleasing texture. Another of
Southern Italy’s indigenous varieties. Sicilia 13%

£14.95

SYRAH (SHIRAZ): Easy drinking, with spicy dark-fruit aromas and lashings of
plum and blackberry fruit with hints of cedar on the palate, leading on to a
£15.95

smooth finish. Med 14%

CHIANTI RISERVA: The nose is a concentrated mixture of blackcurrant,
raspberry, blueberry and black cherry, with intense cinnamon and leather

Soft Drinks
Uludag Cream Soda (Turkey)

£2.00

Uludag Fanta (Turkey)

£2.00

Uludag Still Lemonade (Turkey)

£2.00

Coke (Glass)

£2.00

Diet Coke (Glass)

£2.00

Lemonade (Glass)

£2.00

Hot Beverages
Espresso

£2.00

Double Espresso

£2.25

RIOJA SIERRA CANTABRIA: A dark ruby-coloured wine brimming with ripe

Americano

£2.50

blackberry and strawberry fruit flavours. The palate shows lashings of vanilla

Cappuccino

£2.75

Latte

£2.95

Hot Chocolate
ROSSO VENETO DOLOPASSO: This is all red fruits and berries, cleverly

£3.25

Liqueur Coffees

£4.50

combining Sangiovese with its more savoury flavours and finish, with the

Tea

£1.95

Turkish Tea

£1.50

Turkish Coffee

£2.25

£18.95

spice. Italy 14%

and spicy oak, giving a rich, lingering finish. Spain 13.5%

£23.95

juicier Merlot. It’s from the hilly, lean stony soils to the east of Lake Garda
and it shows in bright but concentrated fruit. A nice combo of soft fruitness
£26.95

and savoury finish. Italy 13.5%

Rose Wines
PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH: Fresh fruit, such as apricot and peach on the nose;
soft floral flavours on the palate and a refreshing, pleasantly smooth finish.
Italy 12%
175ml - £3.00

250ml - £4.50

Bottle - £14.95

ZINFANDEL: A sweet fresh nose of raspberry and strawberry. On the
palate juicy, yet elegant and refreshingly sparkling. Aromas of strawberry and
watermelon. Med 12%

£15.95

